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In the end, after her speech, Sophia returned to her seat under the crowd’s
scrutiny.

Among the large group of goody-two-shoes university students, Sophia stood out
with her pretty face and bold clothes. Her affairs spread like wildfire throughout
the university after what happened just now.

The freshman orientation ended soon, and everyone got up to leave the
auditorium.

Sophia took her time and walked out of the auditorium when there were less
people. Nothing happened when classes started over the first few days in the
university. Nevertheless, there were the freshman orientation, freshmen meeting,
hostel distribution and the works.

My priority right now is to win the lawsuit to prove my innocence. Otherwise,
Bayside University might expel me over this distasteful incident.

It was impossible for Sophia not to know who had set her up.

Dr. Clayton was the one who ruined my reputation. As long as I follow the clues
and continue investigating him, I should be able to uncover interesting things,
Sophia thought to herself while walking out of the auditorium. She walked along
the boulevard to the parking booth to look for her motorbike. The freshman
orientation had almost ended by then, and so students were leaving one after
another. Most sophomores and juniors had yet to return to the university, and so
there weren’t many people on the boulevard. There were the occasional students
along the route, but those were rare.



Suddenly, Sophia came to a complete halt in her steps because there was a
couple in front of her entangled in a make out session. She thought the back
view seemed rather familiar. Isn’t that Richard and Xyla?

The guy had a clean white shirt on, whereas the girl was wearing a crisp, white
sundress. They looked like a prince and princess who had just walked out of a
fairytale. In fact, they looked like a match made in heaven.

This scene looks familiar.

A year ago, I had the worst fight with Richard in our relationship over something
similar to this scene. That day, I walked out of the high school library and
witnessed a handsome couple making out passionately in the grove. I felt my
world crumbling around me at that moment, and there was a ringing sound in my
ears. I felt as if someone was stabbing my heart repeatedly.

I always knew that Xyla had a crush on Richard. I just didn’t expect them to end
up together.

I was stupid enough to expose them on the spot. Richard and Xyla kept
apologizing to me profusely. I lost it and slapped Xyla so hard that she got a
nosebleed. In the end, Richard spat, “I didn’t expect you to be so unreasonable.”
Then, he left with a weeping Xyla.

From then on, Richard and I couldn’t return to the way things were before, and
we started a cold war.

I just entered senior year in high school, and schoolwork was getting even more
demanding. I felt increasingly pressured with the cold war I had with Richard;
coupled with the sudden change in weather, I came down with a cold. Hence, I
was forced to get some medication from the high school hospital. Unexpectedly,
Dr. Clayton diagnosed me as two-months pregnant after giving me a once-over
when I was merely having a cold.



Furthermore, there were many students in the hospital that day. Rumors of my
pregnancy spread because I was a well-known figure, who often represented the
student body, and had received many awards along the way.

I was well aware of whether or not I was pregnant. I’d been together with Richard
since sophomore year in high school. We did nothing apart from holding hands,
and I’d never had other boyfriends before him.

I begged the principal on bent knees not to expel me. I kneeled in front of
Richard to beg him to trust me, but in return, he stared at me with nothing but
disgust.

Today, the familiar scene replayed in front of her once again. However, unlike the
past, Sophia no longer felt any heartache. On the contrary, she felt the irony of
the situation, as if the entire situation was taunting her.

The couple in front of her finally stopped making out, and they separated shortly.
Xyla clung onto Richard’s arm affectionately while smiling sweetly at him in a
docile manner. Her gaze was tender and loving while she stared at the man in
front of her.

Sophia could see Xyla’s tender expression from her position. Xyla could see her
too, but Richard couldn’t.

Triumph flashed through Xyla’s eyes when she saw Sophia. It was the exact
same look she had a year ago.

Nevertheless, Sophia’s face maintained a blank expression; she just put on her
pair of sunglasses and earphones calmly. She switched on her music and
brushed shoulders with the two of them casually with a spring in her step.

Xyla felt slightly puzzled. Didn’t she see us?

She couldn’t possibly look like that if she saw us.



Previously, when Sophia was expelled, she went to the Harper Family
continuously for several days to beg Richard for help. At that time, she acted like
a lowly dog. I’m sure she’s overwhelmed deep down in her heart when she ran
into the love of her life again!

Hence, Xyla deliberately called out for Sophia, who walked past them. “Sophia?
Is that you, Sophia? What a coincidence!”

Richard snapped back to his senses, as if he had woken up from a dream.
Something gleamed in his eyes, and he seemed as if he was about to say
something. However, Sophia acted as though she did not see them, and she
walked past them lightly and swiftly.

Xyla wouldn’t let it go, and so she chased after Sophia to tap her on her shoulder
before greeting her with a friendly smile, “Sophia, Sophia!”

Sophia finally stopped walking to turn around to look at the couple. She took her
sunglasses off, revealing her large and dark eyes. She looked up at them lazily.
“What’s the matter?”

Xyla clung onto Richard, like a winner shower off her spoils of war. “Sophia, who
would have thought we’d meet again in university! We are schoolmates again!
Why don’t Richard and I take you out for Japanese today? Our treat! We can go
to the restaurant you’ve always been reluctant to splurge on!”

Having Japanese food was just like any other meal for the couple, but for Sophia,
it was once even more luxurious than a Christmas feast.

Sophia wore her earphones back on coldly. “I’m not free.”

She turned around to continue walking forward.

Xyla wouldn’t give up, and she chased after her. “Sophia, didn’t the school expel
you previously? How did you end up in South Bayside High School? Did your
new boyfriend send you there?”



New boyfriend!

Richard, who was nearby, clenched his fists tightly reflexively when he heard that
term.

True enough, she has another man. If it weren’t for the help of another man, how
could she have possibly entered Bayside University?

It seems like someone else has been keeping her on the side all along, whereas
she has been lying to me all this while! She has been toying with my feelings all
along!

Naturally, Sophia knew what stunt Xyla was trying to pull. She succeeded in
snatching Richard away. What is the point of dragging me into the drama now?

Therefore, Sophie continued walking forward while ignoring Xyla. Xyla was about
to say something to Sophia, but Richard dragged her back viciously while
reprimanding her, “What is there to chat about with someone like her? Is it not
humiliating enough for you?!”

Xyla’s adorable face scrunched up sadly. She held onto Richard’s hand
innocently while swaying slightly to soothe him. “I have always had a good
relationship with Sophia. Previously, I was the one who snatched you away from
her, and I’ve always felt bad about it. Now that we are in the same university, it’ll
be so awkward whenever we bump into each other. I’m just trying to resolve the
misunderstanding between Sophia and me as soon as possible…”

Richard regarded the adorable girl in front of him, and he was once again
impressed by her kindness. He couldn’t help himself and kissed her rosy cheek
while speaking to her in a serious tone, “I have no feelings for Sophia at all. You
are the only one in my heart, and you’re the only person I love.”

Xyla blushed, and she threw herself into Richard’s arms. She punched his chest
playfully with her small fists. “Richard, you’re making me blush…”



Out of Richard’s sight, a trace of twisted triumph gleamed in those adorable and
pretty eyes.

Even though she managed to enter the same university, Sophia can never snatch
Richard away from me!

Previously, I ruined her reputation, and so I can very well achieve the same thing
in this university!

Her time in Bayside University is limited!

At the same time, Sophia, who was already sitting on her Yamaha bike while
fastening her helmet, sneezed. She had an odd feeling, as if someone was
talking about her behind her back.

I said that I’m filing a lawsuit, and so I will go to court.

I’m not sure what Michael’s job is. The strange thing is that, despite his large
family business and handsome face, I just couldn’t find anything online about
him. There are countless ‘Michael Fletchers’ online, but none of them matches
his description.

Apart from my marriage certificate, I just can’t seem to find a trace of him
elsewhere.

However, I know that Michael is extremely influential and powerful. In fact, he has
the ability not to play by the rules. Previously, I begged the principal on bent
knees to not expel me, but he rejected me. On the other hand, Michael secured
my education path and household registration within less than a day. He even got
me into Bayside City’s best high school, South Bayside High School, without a
hitch.

Michael’s right-hand man, Hale, already investigated everything on behalf of
Sophia.



It was true that Dr. Clayton framed her. A school doctor like Dr. Clayton wouldn’t
find trouble with a poor student for no reason. The only explanation was that he
was paid to do that. At that time, Dr. Clayton had indeed received an
unaccounted deposit of 200,000 in his bank account.

On the second day of the semester, Dr. Clayton of Riverdale High School
received a subpoena from the court.

He had long forgotten about what happened six months ago. In fact, Sophia, who
was chased out of the school in utter humiliation, was the last thing on his mind.
Hence, he was in shock when he received the court subpoena. He panicked and
broke into cold sweat.

Previously, when I received the money, she promised that there wouldn’t be any
problems for me.

There haven’t been any issues over a year. Why am I receiving a court subpoena
now all of a sudden?!

The person suing me is none other than the poor student from before, Sophia
Edwards!

Dr. Clayton made a phone call in a hurry. After dialing the number, a female voice
greeted him soon enough from the other end of the line. Dr. Clayton started
scolding her over the phone, “Didn’t you promise me that there wouldn’t be any
issues? I’ve received a court subpoena now! So what should I do now?!”

The person on the other end of the line sounded like a young girl. She started
sobbing softly, as if she was extremely heartbroken. “Dr. Clayton, I’m so sorry. I
was immature at the time, and I was just pulling a prank. I didn’t expect things to
get out of hand, nor did I expect Sophia to be expelled. I least expected you to
end up with a lawsuit; I honestly wasn’t expecting this!”

In reality, Dr. Clayton had no idea who she was. Previously, before Sophia
dropped by the school hospital for a check-up, he received a phone call that



instructed him to diagnose her as pregnant. He was promised 200,000 upon
completion of the task. In fact, he received 100,000 on the spot in his bank
account and another 100,000 after he completed the task.

Therefore, Dr. Clayton issued Sophia a pregnancy diagnosis report that
destroyed her reputation in school. After that, he received 100,000 as promised.

Seeing as the girl on the other end of the line sounded young, he figured she was
most probably a lawless rich kid. Dr. Clayton wanted nothing more than to shift
the blame, and so he advised her softly, “You are still young, and so it’s natural to
make mistakes. Everyone deserves a second chance as long as they are
capable of change. They won’t do anything to you since you were still a minor at
that time.”

The girl sobbed over the phone before replying to him in a determined tone, “Dr.
Clayton, don’t worry. Once you’re in court, you just have to state that Kayla
Harper, who was in high school senior year Alpha Class at the time, instructed
you to do that. Explain that you had nothing to do with the incident and just blame
everything on me, Kayla Harper!”

Dr. Clayton let out a sigh of relief, and he committed the name to memory. After
hanging up on the call, he immediately showed up at court. He was extremely
cooperative with the investigation. Kayla Harper did everything! I had nothing to
do with it!
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The news of Sophia taking legal action became a huge issue. The past incident
almost ruined her future. Furthermore, she was a student at Bayside University,
and so her reputation was extremely important.

If she refused to go to court over this matter, it would directly affect her reputation
at Bayside University. In fact, it would affect her enrollment in the university.

After the university understood the situation and its impact, Sophia was
specifically given several days off to attend to this lawsuit.

At Harper’s mansion.

Xyla and Kayla were seated in the living room while chatting about a new movie.

“Sigh, Kayla, recently, there’s a newly premiered movie, which is particularly
popular, called ‘Overlord’. There are two male protagonists in the movie. The
male lead, Taylor Murray, is so handsome! His role as an actor in the movie
makes him seem so feminine, but it’s not annoying at all! Ethan Winston, who is
the other male lead, is exceptionally handsome too!” Xyla commented
enthusiastically with a magazine in hand.

Kayla saw Taylor’s photograph across the front page under the headlines. Taylor
Murray was currently the megastar in the entertainment industry because he had
just received several awards recently. In fact, he secured the Best Actor Awards
both locally and internationally, and so Kayla was intrigued. “The Harper Family
invested a total of 200 million in the filming of the movie ‘Overlord’. It has only
premiered in theater for fifteen days, but the movie is already a huge box office



hit. It’s grossing at 1.8 billion now, and I’m sure the movie will emerge as the
number one box office hit of the year!”

Xyla shook Kayla excitedly. “In that case, let’s catch the movie together!”

Just when they were chatting, Richard came walking down the spiral staircase
slowly. He asked with a smile while observing them chatting eagerly, “What are
you two chatting about?”

Xyla clung onto his arm playfully. “Richard, let’s catch a movie. I want to watch
‘Overlord’!”

“Sure, of course. Let’s catch the movie together.”

A maid entered suddenly. “Young Master, there’s a guest.”

A man, who was wearing a stern expression, stood behind the maid. He had a
pair of gold-rimmed glasses on, and he was wearing a smart, formal suit.

Upon seeing him, Richard appeared extremely respectful. He welcomed the man
politely. “Ah, I see you’re here, Mr. Fields! Please, have a seat!”

The man was a rather big deal. He was a bigshot lawyer, Calvin Fields. He had
never lost a lawsuit in his career. Hence, Mr. Fields was extremely popular
among the rich and famous, and it was difficult to hire him even if money wasn’t a
problem!

I wonder why this bigshot lawyer is paying us a visit in Harper’s mansion. One
usually wouldn’t get to see him without an appointment. Furthermore, I heard that
his schedule is booked until next year.

Mr. Fields adjusted his gold wire-rimmed glasses, but he did not take a seat.
Instead, he took out several documents from his briefcase. “I’m here today to see
Kayla Harper, also known as Miss Harper. She was involved in spreading rumors
and slandering my client. It has caused tremendous repercussions toward my



client’s reputation. My client has entrusted me to handle this lawsuit. May I know
who Kayla Harper is?”

“What?” Kayla stood up abruptly from the couch. “What do you mean that I
spread rumors and slandered your client?! What is going on?”

Richard and Xyla exchanged confused looks, and Richard asked Mr. Fields
hastily, “How could Kayla possibly get involved in a lawsuit?”

Mr. Fields glanced at Richard coldly while handing Kayla several documents.
“Miss Harper, last year, on 15th September, you paid off Dr. Clayton from
Riverdale High School with 200,000 to frame my client, Miss Edwards, by
claiming that she was pregnant. It severely damaged her reputation while
resulting in irreversible harm for the society. Currently, my client has filed a civil
lawsuit against you and Dr. Clayton. These are the relevant documents for your
perusal.”

Kayla stared at the documents in Mr. Fields’ hand in disbelief. She accepted
them and flipped through the documents in a hurry. It was a case report about
Kayla allegedly spreading rumors about Sophia.

Richard scanned through the documents as well, and he saw the key points.
‘Kayla Harper allegedly paid 200,000 to Dr. Clayton from Riverdale High School
to forge Miss Edwards’ pregnancy report. This has severely impacted Miss
Edwards’ life and education.

Currently, Miss Edwards has filed a civil lawsuit against Miss Harper, requesting
Miss Harper for a public apology, and for her to restore Miss Edwards’ reputation
through a publication in the newspaper. In addition to that, Miss Harper has been
requested to pay 5 million to Miss Harper for civil damages…’

Furthermore, there was a confession from Dr. Clayton with an attached phone
number. Dr. Clayton confirmed that he made the deal through this phone number,
and the very same number was associated with the Venmo account that



transferred 200,000 to Dr. Clayton while requesting him to forge a fake medical
report.

This phone number and Venmo account both belonged to Kayla.

After reading through the information, Kayla shook her head in disbelief. She
threw the documents onto the floor. “That’s impossible! I’ve never done any of
those things! Someone framed me! Someone obviously framed me!”

Mr. Fields picked up the documents from the floor while maintaining a blank
expression. “You will receive a court subpoena soon. You may state your stand in
court. I am merely responsible for relaying the message.”

He kept the documents back in his briefcase, and he was still wearing a cold
expression when he turned around to leave.

If it weren’t for the fact that Richard knew Mr. Fields and had dealt with him in the
past, he wouldn’t have believed that the person standing in front of him was
indeed Calvin Fields. Richard blocked Mr. Fields while asking him dubiously, “Is
your client truly Sophia Edwards?”

Mr. Fields nodded. “Yes.”

He took his briefcase and left without another word.

Richard stared at the empty entrance uncertainly for a very long time after Mr.
Fields left.

Mr. Fields is a bigshot in his profession. It would be impossible for commoners to
hire him. How could Sophia have possibly had the money to hire him for her
lawsuit?

Kayla was a young lady from a wealthy family, who had never experienced
hardship. She would never admit to a crime she did not commit, nor would she



allow herself to take the blame for no reason. She was so angry that her eyes
gleamed menacingly.

I didn’t expect that Sophia had it in her to do such a thing!

She grabbed onto Richard. “Richard, look what’s happening now! This is all
thanks to that b*tch, Sophia Edwards! It has been such a long time; don’t you see
her for who she truly is?! How dare she frame me! I’ve never done such a thing
before, nor do I know Dr. Clayton, whoever that is! How dare she commit such a
shameless crime for money!”

I know Kayla’s character. She has always been stubborn and unreasonable ever
since she was a child, but she would never commit such a heinous crime
because it’s not her style at all.

Is Sophia putting the blame on Kayla in order to restore her reputation? Or is she
doing this for money? 5 million is not a small sum, after all!

In the past, the Harper Family was against it when Richard dated Sophia.
However, since he was still young and immature, no one stopped him. However,
Kayla and Sophia always bumped into each other in school, and they didn’t have
a good relationship with each other. Kayla had been unkind and hard toward
Sophia during that time.

Therefore, nobody would find it suspicious if Sophia were to blame everything on
Kayla.

Xyla’s face was flushed red with anger. She consoled Kayla while cursing, “I
didn’t expect Sophia to be so evil. How dare she use such a heinous method in
order to restore her reputation! I’ve truly misjudged her. Richard, you have to
come up with something. You can’t just let Sophia frame Kayla!”

A series of complex emotions flashed across Richard’s face. Too many things
don’t seem to fit in this matter. Shouldn’t Sophia start by taking it out on me if she
wants revenge?



Where did she get the money to hire the lawyer? What happened to her after she
was expelled?

Richard was still unconvinced that the obedient, timid Sophia would do such a
thing. He turned around before stating, “I’ll make a phone call to clarify
something.”

He took out his phone and dialed a number, which had not been saved on his
phone, from memory. He had deleted this phone number when he erased Sophia
from his life. Previously, after receiving the SIM card, Sophia excitedly installed
the SIM card in the free Nokia phone that came with the card. The first number
she dialed was Richard’s. She only had several numbers saved in that phone,
and Richard’s was one of them.

However, the phone number was already not in use when he tried calling.

A cruel gleam flashed in Xyla’s eyes when she saw Richard bearing hope for
Sophia. However, she merely urged him in a panic, “Richard, she is obviously
trying to frame Kayla! You had better find a lawyer for Kayla immediately!”
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After Sophia was chased out from her school, her phone crashed to the ground
and broke. Since then, she never had the opportunity to buy a phone, and she
had never used the number ever since.

He found some mutual classmates of his and Sophia’s, but none of them had her
number. After all, she had very few high school friends to begin with.

Since she left Riverdale High School, no one knew what she had been up to and
where she went. If she hadn’t suddenly appeared in front of everyone a year
later, no one would have remembered her.

After Richard put down his phone, he remained silent while Xyla tugged on him
anxiously. “Richard, stop calling her. She won’t pick up! She is determined to let
Kayla be her scapegoat. I’ve never expected that she would be so malicious!

After having a promiscuous life that led to her getting pregnant, she even
planned to slander Kayla to prove her innocence. We can’t let her get her way,
Richard!”

Kayla chimed in anxiously, “Richard, are you still infatuated with that b*tch? She
is now slandering me, yet you are still stubbornly doing nothing? Do you even
regard me as your sister?”

Richard finally put down all his excuses for defending her as there were no other
possibilities. The only explanation to this was that Sophia really wanted to use
Kayla as her scapegoat.



After all, she had finally entered Bayside University, so she needed her reputation
to be recovered as soon as possible. Otherwise, she could be expelled. Since
she had gone through great lengths to enrol into Bayside University, she would
not leave easily.

Richard’s face darkened as he contacted another lawyer to make preparations
for the upcoming lawsuit.

It was not an abrupt decision when Sophia mentioned that she was going to sue
them. In fact, she must have planned it out a long time ago since the moment
she received the letter of acceptance from Bayside University.

The court session started after the new academic semester had begun. The
plaintiff, the defendant, the attorneys, the witnesses, the jury, and the judge had
arrived, with rows of students from Bayside University in the audience. Sophia
even invited the principal and the alumni from her high school. In addition to that,
some parents also joined the court session, so the seats were packed with
people.

As this case involved the Harper Family, many of their family members were here
as well. As the plaintiffs, Richard, Kayla, and their mother, Mrs. Harper, had to be
present as well.

On the defendant’s side, Dr. Clayton, the doctor of Riverdale High School, was
standing fearfully as he looked at the inquisitive glances of the crowd. He had no
idea where to place his gaze, knowing that he could not get away from his
offences no matter how everything would turn out today.

Initially, he also wanted to hire an attorney to defend himself, but as soon as the
lawyers heard that they would be going against Calvin Fields, they immediately
gave up.

Although Mr. Fields was young, he was an invincible presence in the legal field.



Sitting in the seats of the defendant was Sophia, who was finally not wearing an
ostentatious crop top that showed off her slender waist and belly button. The
fitting shirt that she wore had perfectly depicted her voluptuous figure, with her
fair skin complementing her prominent facial features, making her look healthy
and pretty. When she was broke, she had been through many hardships, and she
looked skinny and tanned. Finally, she had the ability to doll herself up after she
had become rich. After she changed from her worn-out school uniform into a set
of branded clothes, her assertive side immediately showed itself. She looked like
she had completely changed into a different person.

After experiencing a hellish journey that was almost like a rebirth, her body and
soul had gone through tremendous change. She was no longer the old Sophia
anymore.

She had an indifferent look as she sat still in the plaintiff’s seat, making one
unable to make out her emotions. Looking at her from afar, Richard felt that his
heart seemed to be gently tugged by a string.

Mrs. Harper had never imagined that they would be involved in such a lawsuit,
and that her own daughter, Kayla, would be the one being sued. She immediately
cursed in front of Richard, “I knew this little b*tch was up to no good! She
seduced my son because she wants our family fortune!”

Such a lowly woman must be in it for our money to be involved with my son!

There’s no chance of her getting a penny no matter how she wants to blow this
matter out of proportion!

The attorney that the Harper Family hired was also quite well-known in the
industry. He was looking forward to crossing paths with Mr. Fields, and he
promised the Harper Family that he would definitely win this lawsuit.

The Harper Family looked forward to the result of the lawsuit. Not only had they
planned to win, they also wanted to sue Sophia for slandering them.



When the court session began, the plaintiff and their attorney presented their
respective cases first. Sophia merely relaxed in her seat while Mr. Fields did all
the talking.

He presented each piece of evidence clearly. When Sophia was found by her
father, Joe, in Duckburgs, he even sent her to a hospital to verify that she was
still a virgin. Apart from that, he also asked her to show her future husband the
affidavit at that time. At this moment, this affidavit had come in handy for them.

Apart from that, Sophia had also done a full body-checkup that proved that she
was never pregnant, so she had never had a abortion. Apart from that, she was
still a virgin.

Both the affidavits had been verified to be real.

After a slight pause, Mr. Fields continued, “Dr. Clayton has also admitted that my
client only suffered a slight cold at that moment. However, he illegally claimed
that she was pregnant, inflicting a great negative impact to my client’s life and
studies. This almost caused a tragedy that was unable to be saved.” Mr. Fields
went on in a cold voice without any interest on his face. After all, the lawsuits that
he was usually involved in were worth more than billions. Hence, he was
completely uninterested in such a lawsuit that only involved 5 million. It was a
complete overkill to hire him for this—it was a waste of talent.

However, his client was from such a prominent background that she could cut the
queue and ignore everything else.

Dr. Clayton also pleaded guilty and proved that this was the truth, eliciting a
shocked murmur from the crowd.

So Dr. Clayton actually gave a fake diagnosis!

Because of his fake affidavit, Sophia was labelled the pregnant girl in school.
After some time, there were rumors on social media websites about her dating
several guys simultaneously and that she had multiple abortions. This had



inflicted a huge damage to Riverdale High School, compelling many parents to
write to the school to expel Sophia.

Initially, the principal was very reluctant to let her go as she was the top of her
year most of the time. However, after some time, he finally buckled under the
huge pressure of the rumors and the parents, who were rich and powerful. After
all, he was also forced to make such a decision.

Sitting in the audience seat, the principal sighed multiple times. He knew very
well that Sophia’s future must have been ruined as soon as she left the school.

However, he was relieved to hear that she had managed to enter Bayside
University, and she even had the ability to hire an attorney for herself.

The court session continued with Kayla’s lawyer pointing out several pieces of
evidence to prove that she did not frame Sophia.

However, every evidence pointed to Kayla—the phone number and the Venmo
account belonged to her. Even Dr. Clayton was sure that Kayla was the culprit.
Even though he had never seen her, he could recognize her voice.

The person who bribed Dr. Clayton to frame Sophia was none other than Kayla!

The claims from the defendant’s attorney were denied by Mr. Fields relentlessly.
Finally, the court had come to a decision—it was confirmed that Kayla had
slandered Sophia. Kayla had to publicly apologize to Sophia and reinstate her
reputation in the newspaper. Apart from that, she had to pay Sophia 5 million as
compensation.

When the result was confirmed, everyone in the Harper Family was shocked to
find that they had lost to a young woman with no background!
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After the court session ended, the Harper Family refused to apologize, and it was
clear that they were not satisfied with the results. They even stated on the spot
that they would appeal the court decision.

Although the court case was not completely won, from the speeches just now, it
was clear that Mr. Field’s expertise was unrivaled. Even if they were to file an
appeal, he would probably crush the opponent as well.

With this win, Sophia’s reputation had mostly been restored. After all, Dr. Clayton
had apologized to her publicly during the court session and posted his apology in
the newspaper so that Sophia would not be wronged anymore.

However, the Harpers could not accept such a result, and they mentioned that
they would not give up in fighting the court case. It was exactly what Sophia had
predicted—they would not give in easily.

After coming out from the courtroom, Sophia was surrounded by many people;
one of them was the principal of her old high school.

“Sophia, I’ve let you down…”

Sophia merely smiled without saying much. “Since everything already happened,
there’s nothing much we can say now. If it weren’t for you, I wouldn’t have
finished my junior year peacefully.”

After her entrance exam, Sophia was accepted by Riverdale High School as the
student who got the best results in her school. Back then, she lived with her
uncle, who did not allow her to study and wanted her to work instead. The



principal of the school visited her personally to fetch her to school and provided
her free accommodation and food, with all school fees waived. She even got a
scholarship.

When this matter gained publicity, a group of parents with power and fame,
including the Harpers, went to the principal’s office to protest. It was out of
desperation that he expelled Sophia.

“You are always welcome to visit us.” He patted Sophia’s shoulders.

Mr. Fields also left in his car. To him, this court case was so boring that he almost
fell asleep in the middle of it.

Sophia went to the parking lot and found her Yamaha bike. After she put on her
helmet, she suddenly heard footsteps behind her. After turning around, she saw
Richard, who was in a suit, Mrs. Harper, Kayla, and Xyla standing behind her.

Mrs. Harper immediately swore once she saw Sophia, “You little b*tch, weren’t
you aiming for our money from the beginning when you were dating Richard? Let
me make it clear to you—don’t even dream of taking a single cent!”

Sophia snorted coldly. Back then, the Harpers were the ones who protested the
most vehemently as they blocked the entrance of the school to request for them
to expel Sophia.

Xyla consoled Mrs. Harper in a hypocritical way, “Mrs. Harper, calm down. It’s not
worth it to be angry over people like her.”

Looking at Sophia, Kayla was so furious that her facial features were contorted.
She almost wanted to rush forward and slap her. “You b*tch! Do you think it’s that
easy to take money from us? Just you wait—this court case will definitely
continue!”

“It’s not that easy for anyone to take a cent from us Harpers!” Mrs. Harper also
chimed in viciously.



With that, she walked away with Kayla and Xyla angrily.

Richard, however, did not leave with them. Instead, he appraised the Yamaha
bike that Sophia was sitting on. She used to be a delivery girl for the fast food
restaurant outside their high school, and she would ride away on a bike,
delivering the orders. She got tanned and skinny from the job, and her dream
was to earn enough to buy herself a Yamaha bike.

He wanted to buy her one as a gift, but she never wanted to receive anything
from him, even if it was something she had always wanted.

With a sarcastic look on his face, he seemed to be half-smiling as he
commented, “Seems like your new boyfriend is treating you well.”

Wasn’t she a person who lived strictly by the principles she held? Wasn’t she an
arrogant person who refused to receive anything from me, apart from my love?

Now, she’s fallen to the fate of an ordinary woman, accepting gifts from men.
She’s indeed a b*tch!

Of course, Sophia knew what he meant. In the past, she stood by her
principles—she didn’t want anything apart from a man’s love; now, she had
learned to be more thick-skinned and realistic. Since men had already given her
gifts, she might as well utilize them and create value from them.

She sat on the seat and placed her foot on the pedal. The shape of her slender
legs looked attractive in jeans. “Indeed, he treats me well. He bought me a
garage of Yamahas, so I can ride a new one each day.”

Richard balled his fists tightly as he growled, “Sophia, Kayla has no grudges with
you. Why did you collude with Dr. Clayton to frame her? Don’t you think that you
are nasty enough?”

The evidence given by Mr. Field was perfect—the affidavit of Sophia’s virginity,
her medical history that confirmed that she had never been pregnant, Kayla’s



phone number, and her phone call history were all accurate. Everything that was
needed was complete.

However, Richard knew that all of that evidence was fake. During the alleged
time that Kayla called Dr. Clayton and asked him to make a fake medical report,
Richard was studying with her at home because he had a fight with Sophia.

Kayla had been beside him all the time, so she would never have had the
opportunity to call Dr. Clayton.

Him and the maids at home, along with Xyla, who was also revising at his house,
could testify to that.

However, their testimony could hold no power in court, so they could only watch
Sophia showing the fake evidence to frame Kayla.

He grabbed Sophia’s wrists agitatedly. “What do you want? After you have dealt
with Kayla, are you going to do the same with Xyla and eventually me? Sophia,
I’ve been so wrong about you. You are a—”

Without waiting for him to finish his sentence, Sophia had already started the
engine. The Yamaha bike charged forward, so she didn’t hear the remainder of
Richard’s sentence.

He seemed to have a share in her tragedy.

Back then, if he was willing to trust her slightly, even just a bit, she would not
have ended up in that way.

It was not that he did not believe it; he subconsciously did not want to believe
her. He knew that it was impossible for him and Sophia to be together.

He could not find other reasons to reject Xyla, who was of equal footing with him
in terms of family wealth and status. On top of that, she had been in love with him



for many years. If Sophia was sleeping around and got knocked up by other men,
he was able to convince himself.

Amidst the traffic, the Yamaha bike rode in a straight line, like a horse charging
forward.

In her bluetooth speaker, Hale spoke, “The Harper Family has already begun to
use their connections. They even contacted Calvin Fields secretly, trying to
attract him with a sum of eight figures.”

Sophia watched countless cars speed past her through her goggles. However,
she could still hear Hale’s voice clearly and scoffed coldly. “They’re pretty quick.”

The Harpers did not care about money; they cared about their reputation. If the
public knew that they had used such a despicable method to deal with a poor
student, their reputation would be damaged for a while. For the elites, they cared
most about their reputation.

Hale continued, “The phone call was not made by Kayla indeed. Someone
replicated her number and used a voice changer to call Dr. Clayton, and the
transactions were all fake. The person behind all this was skilled in computers.”

“Yeah? So you are telling me that you didn’t find out anything again?” Sophia
snorted as she made a sharp turn, her bike slightly skidding on the road.

Hale, who was on the other end of the phone, silently cursed by just moving his
lips.

She is just a young girl. If my boss hadn’t asked me to protect her, I would have
shredded her into pieces.

However, Hale replied, “The perpetrator was very secretive, but our people are
even more skilled. We have already found out that the IP address points to Huffs
Technology.”



Sophia snorted coldly as this was well within her expectations.

Huffs Technology. Isn’t that Xyla Huff’s family business?

Back when Hale found the evidence that pointed to Kayla, Sophia did not believe
him at all.

After all, she knew Kayla’s character. She was mean, but she was an open book.
All her malicious thoughts were shown on her face as she always tried to
suppress people who dared to challenge with her mean face.

She was not the type of person to frame others behind their backs. If she hated
someone, she would take action against them directly.

After Hale did a thorough search, he had indeed found some traces and realized
that behind everything, there was a skilled professional in computing who
duplicated Kayla’s phone number and faked the transaction history. Everything
seemed to have been done meticulously and perfectly, but nothing could escape
Hale’s eyes as he was more skilled in this expertise.

Seems like I had every reason to lose back then, Sophia thought.

In the face of such a scheming person, I had no chances of winning, seeing that I
had no background, and all I knew was to study.

She uttered again, “Now that the Harpers believe that I forged the evidence to
frame Kayla, they won’t give up so easily. I seemed to have offended Riverdale’s
most powerful family.”

Hale was speechless upon hearing that. Glad that you are aware of that!

However, he replied confidently, “They are only real estate dealers. They are
considered nothing to me.”



Although Sophia was not sure with Hale and Michael’s background, she was sure
that Michael was beyond powerful, and that the Harper Family posed no threat to
him.

It was because of that that Sophia dared to do whatever she liked.

Upon hearing Hale’s words, she was relieved. However, his next sentence made
her vigilance go up.

“Boss is going to return to this country soon.”



My Dreamy Old Husband
Chapter 10

Sophia was secretly shocked to hear that. Michael is coming back? It seemed to
finally hit her that she had a husband. Only half a day after their marriage, he had
disappeared without a trace.

If it weren’t for his big mansion and his picture in the master bedroom, Sophia
would have forgotten that she had gotten married. He had not been around for
almost a year, so she could hardly remember his looks. She merely remembered
that he was quite good-looking, and that his figure was quite good.

Just as Sophia was about to speak to Hale, she saw two Land Rovers following
her furtively through her rearview mirror. In fact, there weren’t just two of them. A
minimum of four cars were following behind her at equal speed. Something’s
fishy!

Sophia immediately told Hale, “Hale, I’m at Derenham Road right now, and there
are a few cars following behind me furtively. One of the car plates is xxxxxx. Can
you help me find out who they are?”

Hale realized that something was up. “Don’t hang up. I’ll be there soon.” He
immediately checked the car plate that Sophia told him just now. In no time, he
found out that it was a car plate that was not used anymore. It’s a fake plate!

Hale finally realized the magnitude of this realization. Before the court case is
settled, the Harpers are planning to start attacking us first? When he spoke to
Sophia again, he did not hear any reply. Instead, he could only hear the wind
blowing and Sophia’s pants.



Hale immediately drove from Villa No. 8 at The Imperial, but the maid, Maria,
asked, “Hale, where are you going? The boss is on his way back.”

Hale stepped on the accelerator after replying, “Madam is in a pickle. I’ll explain
to him after he’s back.”

At this moment, Sophia was being sandwiched between the four cars. As there
was heavy traffic just now, they did not have any chances of attacking her. Now
that the number of vehicles on the road had lessened, they striked immediately.
First, they started with one of the cars speeding up and blocking her way in front.
Then, two remaining cars were at her flanks, with another car behind her,
blocking all escape routes. The two cars at her flanks slowly inched close to her.
As soon as one of them slightly steered their steering wheel, both her and her
Yamaha bike would be crushed immediately.

However, right before the cars could get into their formation, there was an
opening between the car on her left and the one in front of her. Taking advantage
of that, Sophia immediately sped up and escaped the besiege. With the speed of
100 miles per hour, the entire bike had reached its speed limit. One of the
advantages of a bike was that it was nimble. Once she had escaped, it would be
difficult to trap her again.

Sophia then drove into the heavy traffic in front of her, sneaking into empty
spaces between cars, like an eel. However, the people in the four cars were
dangerous people who had taken a hefty amount of money for this mission. All of
them had killed at least ten people in their lives. Undeterred by their failure, they
immediately took off to chase her amidst the heavy traffic. Along the way, there
were loud bangs of collision and curses by the other drivers.

Sophia eyed her rearview mirror from time to time. The four cars behind her were
still chasing after her, as if their lives depended on it. It seemed that they would
not stop unless she was dead.

Vrooom! The Yamaha bike roared as it sped forward like a gust of wind,
continuing to travel between cars.



She saw that in front of her was a Lincoln Limousine with the car plate,
XXX88888. The people who were in the car were definitely rich or powerful. It
was obvious that they weren’t easy to deal with. Looking at the four Range
Rovers behind her, an idea bubbled up in Sophia’s mind as she followed closely
behind the limousine.

The Lincoln Limousine’s well-polished body clearly reflected her looks right now
like a mirror. Her long, wavy hair was flowing behind her. The formal shirt that
she was wearing was now tied in a knot around her waist, revealing her slender
waist. She laid her body close to her bike as she focused on the road ahead,
looking like a crouching leopard who was about to pounce. She closely followed
the Lincoln Limousine for a long stretch of road, so the people in the car had
noticed her through the windows.

“Look, there’s a hot girl outside!”

There were three men in the limousine, who were drinking and chatting. One of
them, who had blond hair, wore a gangster-like leather jacket with studs in his
ears. He put down his wine glass and rolled down the windows enthusiastically
while he kept his eyes on Sophia, who was not far from the window. The woman
wearing sunglasses resembled a leopard that was waiting to pounce. He whistled
at her eagerly. “Phew-it!”

Sophia heard the frivolous whistle amidst the rumbling engines, so she glared at
him. However, her sunglasses hid her cold glare.

The blond man seemed to have gotten more excited as he whistled again and
again, but Sophia did not look at him anymore. Through the rearview mirror, she
saw that the four Range Rovers were not far from her. As she was sticking close
to the Lincoln Limousine, they seemed to be wary of it, so they did not dare to
rush forward.

Another head popped out from the limousine as Michael Fletcher looked outside.
“Where’s the hot girl? Let me have a look too!” However, a huge hand slapped on
his cheeks.



“Go away, you married old man! Leave my hot girl alone!” The blond man
slapped Michael away and continued to eye Sophia interestedly. He almost stuck
his head out of the window to greet her.

A hand that was bigger than his reached out to press forcefully on the blondie’s
handsome face, which was so good looking that the rest would feel frustrated. It
was as if he wanted to press the blond man into the cushion behind him.

“I still want to take a look!” Michael reached out his head to have a look, but
unfortunately, he only saw the back of her head, which exuded a wild vibe.

Sophia suddenly sped up and drove in front of the Lincoln Limousine. The
blondie was elated to see this. “She wants us to stop! Gary, stop the car now!”

After glancing at the rearview mirror, the driver, Gary, felt that something was
wrong. Indeed, with a shake, one of the Range Rovers bumped hard into the
Lincoln Limousine.

The three men in the car stumbled after receiving the impact. Michael steadied
himself and realized that something was wrong. Then, he spoke to the
exasperated Gary, who replied, “We seemed to have been implicated.”

The Yamaha bike was receiving attacks from the Range Rover, but it was
avoiding the blows nimbly. As she was close to them, the Lincoln Limousine
could not be exempted from the blows. The girl on the Yamaha bike seemed to
have realized that the people in the Lincoln Limousine were powerful, so the
Range Rovers did not dare to offend them. Hence, she dared to get close to the
limousine.

Michael’s interest was suddenly ignited. “Knock into them!”

This car was specially strengthened. Forget a few average Range Rovers; it
could even fight against an army tank. Gary steered as soon as he stepped on
the accelerator. The limousine knocked into a Range Rover in front of them. Just
with a bump, they had made themselves clear on their stand. The effect was



instantaneous as the Range Rover dived into the railings on the side of the road,
unable to catch up to them again.

Michael jumped to the co-driver seat and buckled his seatbelt. The Yamaha bike
was still in front of them, being flanked by two cars, while the third Range Rover
had plans to overtake the Lincoln Limousine to block the Yamaha bike from
escaping. When the Range Rover almost drove past the limousine, Michael
ordered decisively, “Run into them!”

With a loud bang, the Lincoln Limousine knocked mercilessly into the Range
Rover, making one of its tyres burst. The Range Rover lost control and crashed
into a streetlight nearby.

“Good one!” The blond guy clapped excitedly. “Gary, get lost. Let me save the
damsel in distress!”

Michael slapped his b*tchy face and took part in steering to knock into the rest.
Daniel Levine, who had not spoken a word until now, turned pale as he quickly
fumbled around to buckle his seatbelt. “You guys are crazy!”

The blond man, however, was beyond excited. “This is exhilarating! Do it again!
The last time I had this much fun was when I was shooting a racing scene in
South Africa. But even then, I was filming—it’s nowhere as exciting as now!”

Michael’s interest in the girl on the Yamaha bike in front of them was growing. He
wanted to have a glimpse of her when she turned around. Even though he was
already married, he could still join in the fun as a bystander.


